
 

 

Superyacht Tenders - LSB 53-56. 

 

Work is nearly complete on our large custom superyacht tender project, with the last boat due for 

shipping late July. Unfortunately, due to strict confidentiality requirements we are unable to share much 

information with you, but we can show off a few teasers. 

 

Homer’s 21st 

 

Gavin Osborne aka (Homer) recently hit 21 years’ service with LSB, celebrated with a staff fishing 

competition. Homer is a real character and his long service was worth celebrating.  Special thanks to Rob 

Basset, Bill Burrell, Ken Stevenson, Graham & Margaret Spooner and Bill & Christine Upfold for the 

generous use of their boats. As well as ‘Powertool Centre’, ‘Waterford’s’ and ‘Wyatt Machine Tools’ for 

the prizes. 

 

Vaka Motu ‘Marshall Islands’ – LSB 57 

 

Lloyd Stevenson Boatbuilders is proud to work 

with the ‘Okeanos Foundation’ in the exciting 

production of ocean voyaging vaka. We 

recently launched Vaka Motu – Marshall 

Islands. It has been a rewarding process 

combining today's modern boatbuilding 

technologies with traditional methods of 

Polynesian construction and culture. 
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Vaka Motu ‘Okeanos’ LSB 58 - 59 

After the successful launch of LSB 57 work immediately began on two more Vaka. These boats are a bit 

out of the ordinary for us, but we are proud to provide vessels that help fulfil the vision of Okeanos 

Foundation in protecting our oceans. http://okeanos-foundation.org/  

 

Each hull is constructed of e-glass and foam core using advanced epoxy resin infusion processes. In 

contrast to these modern methods, traditional aspects will remain clearly visible with each hull lashed 

together using wooden beams and ropes. 

 
 

 

Refit & Repair 

Our refit department continues to be busy with a 64’ Sunseeker ‘Touche’ m’ dear’ being relaunched in 

early July after a substantial refit including full repaint, upgrade of electrical systems, new soles, bow 

thruster and new hatches. 

  

Royce and the refit team will barely have time for a breather as the 60’ Elite sport fisher ‘Lady Alison’ 

fills the refit bay immediately after ‘Touche’ m’ dear’.  

 

http://okeanos-foundation.org/


 

 

Americas Cup Redemption 

Massive congratulations to Emirates Team New Zealand on their recent sailing dominance in Bermuda. 

The last time we won the cup LSB saw an increase in international work. With our build schedules for 

2018 filling fast it might be time to book in your refit, or get the ball rolling on that new build. 

  

 

Auckland On Water Boat Show 

Make sure you come and see us at the show this September, we will be there with one of our favourite 

18 metre mid-pilothouse Elites, the stunning ‘Antiquity’. We look forward to seeing you.   
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